West of Babylon: A Novel

First published in Spain in 1999, this
adventure set in nineteenth-century New
Mexico uses elements of the ancient Near
Eastern myth of Gilgamesh to tell a violent
tale of war and revenge, treasure hunting
and witchcraft. Gil Gi??mez, the cacique of
the Spanish village of Cabezi??n, is a
geni??zaro, a Navajo raised by Spanish
people. Narrated by an American soldier
with a taste for adventure, the story of Gil
Gi??mez takes us to forts and villages, to
Santa Fe, Bernalillo, and Albuquerque, to
Inscription Rock and the Navajo lands in
the west, and down the Jornada del Muerto
to the Sierra Blanca in the South, where
Apache magic defends a sacred forest
against the greed of generations of treasure
hunters. As in Gilgamesh, the hero joins
forces with a supernatural companion,
Decoy, or Cimarri??n, as the Spanish
villagers call him. Garrigues, well known
in Spain for earlier novels that blend exotic
settings with ancient mythology, has given
us a world in which the twin warriors of
the ancient epic combine southwestern and
supernatural elements, while they also
embody the twin warriors of Navajo
legend. Readers familiar with New
Mexicoi??s varied cultures and those
versed in the story of Gilgamesh will
recognize ghosts and echoes from sources
in myth and history. Everyone is sure to
enjoy this exciting journey across the
dramatic landscape of New Mexico.

Buy Babylon Main by Victor Pelevin (ISBN: 9780571205561) from Amazons Book Store. FREE UK Delivery on book
orders dispatched by Amazon over ?10. . Western adverts to the Eastern mentality and selling Pepsi, Seven-up,
Gucci,Babylon Berlin is a German period drama television series based on novels by Volker Kutscher A Roman
Catholic and family friend of Konrad Adenauer, a future West German Chancellor, Inspector Rath struggles to reconcile
his faith with Victor Pelevins fantastical Russian satire, Babylon, impresses Steven Poole. Exemplary of this rootless
generation is the novels hero, Babylen Tatarsky All the television commercials he works on are for Western
products,The Tower of Babel (1968) is a novel by Australian writer Morris West. Contents. [hide]. 1 Plot summary 2
Critical reception 3 See also 4 Notes 5 References Such is the question facing Fire in Babylon, which opens in New
York Friday. A story of the undefeated West Indies cricket team during theYoull love this savvy love story in which
Pearl Cleage returns to Atlanta and the West End community and nails it! Cleage knows her city. She knows herEast of
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West is a monthly comic book series published by Image Comics which debuted in . Balloons entire purpose is to turn
Babylon into the Beast of the Apocalypse. Anti-Apocalypse: Death (Horseman of the Apocalypse)- The
protagonistAmerican Babylon tells this story through Oakland and its nearby suburbs, Many Californias: Literature
from the Golden State (Western Literature Series). Inspired by the film, the book of the same name looks at the rise of a
West Indies team alongside the life of its immigrant people in Britain. Lus first and the most famous book Young
Babylon, which was that contemporary Chinese literature will help the Western readers have a Although the first three
novels by Ted Heller, son of Catch-22 author Joseph Ted Heller, author of the self-published novel West of Babylon. I
received two graphic novels in the mail of late. One, Bye Bye Babylon, is a pop-art-infused look at Beiruts civil war by
Lebanese author-artistWest of Babylon: A Novel by Garrigues, Eduardo and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at .
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